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MEMORANDUM ON JUDICIAL LIEN AVOIDANCE 
 
The following memorandum provides instructions to complement the local rules for seeking avoidance of 
judicial liens in cases assigned to Judge John E. Waites.  
 
Motions to avoid judicial liens should be filed in accordance with the Bankruptcy Code and Rules as well 
as SC LBR 4003-2 and accompanying exhibits.  In chapter 13 cases, motions to avoid judicial liens should 
be included in the chapter 13 plan. The Court relies upon the chapter 13 trustee’s review and report at 
confirmation on the proposed avoidance of judicial liens. 
 
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 522(f)(2)(B), all liens must be examined in the context of all other unavoided and 
unavoidable liens. All liens should be addressed within one motion, or motions submitted concurrently, 
clearly indicating the priority of the lien to be avoided and that senior unavoided liens are included in the 
calculation.  
 
Motions are to be avoided from junior to senior.  Begin with the most junior lien and determine whether it 
is avoidable in its entirety.  All senior judicial liens would be included in the calculation.  If the senior lien 
is avoidable, then it is appropriate to proceed to the next junior lien to determine its avoidability.  The junior 
lien just avoided would not be included in the calculation, but all senior judicial liens would be included.  
If it is not avoidable or only avoidable in part, then all senior liens would be unavoidable and there is no 
need to do any further calculation. 
 
In reviewing motions to avoid judicial liens, the following factors are examined: 

• Whether a judgment constitutes a lien (the debtor owns real property upon which the judgment has 
attached or whether a judgment has attached to the debtor’s personal property). 

• Whether the debtor is entitled to claim an exemption on Schedule C for the applicable property and 
whether the applicable property is listed on Schedule A. (If no exemption is claimed on Schedule 
C, a hearing is required in order for the debtor to present evidence demonstrating his or her 
entitlement to the exemption.) 

• Whether the numerical amounts provided on the motion are consistent with the Schedules and 
Statement of Financial Affairs. 

• Whether the judgment is listed in Debtor’s Schedules and Statement of Financial Affairs. 

• Whether the total amount of all other liens on property includes all mortgages and/or senior judicial 
liens, where applicable (see Exhibits A and C to SC LBR 4003-2). 

 
If it is necessary to file a motion to avoid a judicial lien in a closed case, a motion to reopen the case may 
not be necessary.  Likewise, if it is necessary to amend a schedule in direct relation to a lien avoidance 
issue, a motion to reopen may not be necessary.  Nothing herein should be construed to waive any notice 
requirements with respect to the motion to avoid judicial lien or amendment of schedules. 
 

http://www.scb.uscourts.gov/pdf/Local_Rules/complete_lr/lr_2016.pdf#page=83



